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ABSTRACT
Consumer wearable and smartphone devices provide
an accessible means to objectively measure physical
activity (PA) through step counts. With the increasing
proliferation of this technology, consumers, practitioners
and researchers are interested in leveraging these
devices as a means to track and facilitate PA behavioural
change. However, while the acceptance of these devices
is increasing, the validity of many consumer devices
have not been rigorously and transparently evaluated.
The Towards Intelligent Health and Well-Being Network
of Physical Activity Assessment (INTERLIVE) is a joint
European initiative of six universities and one industrial
partner. The consortium was founded in 2019 and strives
to develop best-practice recommendations for evaluating
the validity of consumer wearables and smartphones.
This expert statement presents a best-practice consumer
wearable and smartphone step counter validation
protocol. A two-step process was used to aggregate data
and form a scientific foundation for the development
of an optimal and feasible validation protocol: (1) a
systematic literature review and (2) additional searches
of the wider literature pertaining to factors that may
introduce bias during the validation of these devices.
The systematic literature review process identified 2897
potential articles, with 85 articles deemed eligible for the
final dataset. From the synthesised data, we identified
a set of six key domains to be considered during design
and reporting of validation studies: target population,
criterion measure, index measure, validation conditions,
data processing and statistical analysis. Based on these
six domains, a set of key variables of interest were
identified and a ’basic’ and ’advanced’ multistage
protocol for the validation of consumer wearable and
smartphone step counters was developed. The INTERLIVE
consortium recommends that the proposed protocol is
used when considering the validation of any consumer
wearable or smartphone step counter. Checklists have
been provided to guide validation protocol development
and reporting. The network also provide guidance for
future research activities, highlighting the imminent
need for the development of feasible alternative ’gold-
standard’ criterion measures for free-living validation.
Adherence to these validation and reporting standards
will help ensure methodological and reporting
consistency, facilitating comparison between consumer
devices. Ultimately, this will ensure that as these devices

are integrated into standard medical care, consumers,
practitioners, industry and researchers can use this
technology safely and to its full potential.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, wearable and smartphone
devices have become ubiquitous among us, with
global wearable device and smartphone sales
reaching an estimated 305.2 million and 1.5 billion
worldwide in 2019, respectivly.1 2 These consumer
devices afford individuals the ability to easily and
objectively monitor their physical activity (PA)
without the need for expensive laboratory grade
equipment.3 With the increasing proliferation of
this technology, sports and exercise medicine practitioners and the general public are interested in
leveraging these devices as a means to track and
facilitate PA behavioural change.4
One of the most common measures of PA
levels provided by these consumer devices is step
count.5 Step count is easily understandable by the
general population and there is a growing body of
evidence supporting the use of these technological
approaches in ‘passive’ PA monitoring and ‘active’
intervention. The 2018 PA Guidelines Advisory
Committee Report highlighted that step counting
is an accessible means to monitor and set PA goals,
and that recent evidence supports an inverse dose–
response relationship between daily step count and
all-cause mortality, cardiovascular events and type
2 diabetes.5–9 Furthermore, ‘active’ interventions
using wearable activity trackers as a measurement
tool can result in significant increases in PA participation, highlighting their potential utility in personalised medicine, increasing adherence to PA and to
embed sustained healthy lifestyle habits.4 10 Furthermore, the ‘passive’ and unobtrusive measurement
of step count across the globe opens a new era of
opportunities in the field of digital phenotyping.
This population-level approach has recently been
used to quantify regional inequalities in PA11 and
changes in PA levels due to public health containment measures introduced to combat a global
pandemic.12
While the increasing acceptance across the
health and fitness industry has resulted in a surge
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in validation studies,3 13–17 much of the published research fails
to rigorously evaluate validity, and there is a lack of consistency across the published protocols, limiting valid comparisons
between devices. A letter to the British Journal of Sports Medicine called for ‘evidence-based marketing claims’, recommending
that devices are thoroughly and transparently validated, to
ensure that wearable technology can be used safely and to its
full potential.18 In an attempt to develop a standardised validation process and certification, the Consumer Technology Association (CTA) developed a set of guidelines for the validation of
wearable and/or app-based step counters.19 While a step in the
right direction, the protocol proposed by the CTA focused solely
on controlled treadmill walking and running in healthy individuals, failing to consider ecological validation of the technologies
within free-living conditions and in cohorts with diverse gait
characteristics. A major consequence of this is that while many
of the studies demonstrate the validity of these devices during
controlled trials, step counting algorithms typically have a higher
margin of error during uncontrolled activities of daily living.
For example, when considering the same wrist-worn wearable
activity tracker compared with a gold-standard video criterion,
a mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of −0.7%–5.2% was
observed during controlled treadmill walking,20 while a higher
MAPE of 17.5%–22.8% was seen during free-living conditions
that are more representative of daily life.21
To address the above concerns, the Towards Intelligent Health
and Well-Being Network of Physical Activity Assessment (INTERLIVE) was formed to develop a best-practice consumer wearable
and smartphone step counter validation protocol. To do so, we
conducted a systematic literature review of the methods that
have previously been used to validate these consumer devices,
identified and synthesised other relevant scientific literature to
identify aspects that influence validation and developed best-
practice validation recommendations. These recommendations
are designed for device manufacturers, scientific institutions,
healthcare providers and members of the general public who
are interested in the transparent and rigorous validation of these
devices.

used in the scientific literature. This information could then be
used as the foundation for discussing the optimal and feasible
protocols for conducting validation assessment that describes
the accuracy end-users can expect. The consortium then formed
two working groups: (1) heart rate monitoring (JMM, ELS, JS,
SC, WB, JCB, UE, AG and MS) and (2) step counting (WJ, PBJ,
PMG, BC, FBO and LBS) . The working groups then developed
the systematic literature review search strategies, prior to sharing
them with the wider consortium. A second consortium meeting
was held virtually on 10 March 2020 to finalise the search strategies, including the selection of the minimum a priori required
criterion measure(s). The working groups then conducted the
systematic literature search process and a framework was developed for extracting data, focusing on target population, criterion and index devices, testing conditions, data processing and
statistical analysis. In parallel, additional searches of the wider
literature were conducted to identify studies that highlighted
factors that may affect the accuracy of wearable and smartphone
based step counting that were outside of the scope of our search
strategies. The data extraction process was then completed and
multiple working group meetings were held to discuss each aspect
of the validation protocols used within the included studies. A
set of key domains for the best-practice recommendations were
developed based on the synthesised outcomes of the literature
review, the a priori knowledge relating to research grade device
validation22–25 and the evidence-
based expert opinion of the
INTERLIVE members. The synthesised data were then reviewed
with respect to these domains, and expert validation protocols
for wearable and smartphone step counters (part A) and wearable heart rate monitors (part B) were iteratively developed and
shared with the entire consortium. At a virtual meeting held on
17 June 2020, the revised drafts were discussed and the protocols were aligned to ensure harmonisation of the statements. The
revised drafts were then edited for consistency and reviewed by
the wider consortium prior to circulation for final approval.

Systematic review process

An initial meeting was held in Cascais, Portugal on 15 November
2019, whereby the INTERLIVE consortium identified the development of best-
practice validation protocols for consumer
wearable and smartphone devices for step counting (part A)
and heart rate monitoring (part B) as a key aim of the group.
Within the consortium, it was agreed that the optimal process
for developing the best-practice validation protocol should begin
with extracting key elements of validation protocols previously

The primary aim of the initial systematic literature review search
was to identify which methods and validation protocols are
currently used in the scientific literature to validate consumer
wearable and smartphone step counting devices. It was not
within the scope of this review to examine the validity results
of the included studies. The systematic literature review was
conducted in line with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement and registered with
the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (ID:
CRD42020177263). Specific search terms were used to identify peer-reviewed journal articles published in three electronic
databases: PubMed, Embase and Web of Science. The search
terms are presented in online supplemental appendix 1. To be
eligible for inclusion, the studies were required to investigate the
step count validity of a consumer wearable and/or smartphone,
and compare it to a criterion measure such as video recording,
visual step counting (ie, laboratory and semifree-living protocols) and/or any device or method including accelerometers,
pedometers and wearable garments (ie, free-living protocols).
Studies published from inception to 13 March, 2020, across any
population, were deemed eligible for inclusion. Studies were
excluded if validation of step counting was not an aim, the index
device was not a consumer wearable or smartphone, an accelerometer was used as the criterion measure (laboratory studies),
a non-research-based accelerometer was used as the criterion
measure (semifree-living or free-living studies), the full text was
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EXPERT STATEMENT PROCESS
The INTERLIVE network

INTERLIVE is a joint initiative of the University of Lisbon
(Portugal), German Sport University (Germany), University of
Southern Denmark (Denmark), Norwegian School of Sport
Sciences (Norway), University College Dublin (Ireland), University of Granada (Spain) and Huawei Technologies, Finland. The
consortium was founded in 2019 and strives towards developing
best-practice methods for evaluating the validity of consumer
wearables and smartphones. Moreover, we are aiming to increase
awareness of the advantages and limitations of different validation methods and to introduce novel health-related metrics,
fostering a widespread use of PA indicators.

Expert validation protocol development
Expert validation process
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not made available or it was published in the grey literature (eg,
congresses, conferences or meeting abstracts). The systematic
literature review process was conducted by WJ, PBJ and PMG.
Title/abstract screening and full-text screening were completed
by two independent reviewers and confirmed by a third independent reviewer using Covidence software (Veritas Health Innovation).26 Data were extracted using a standardised template
developed by the consortium, allowing for the aggregation of
study data under the following headings: sample size included/
analysed, sex distribution, type of population, body mass index
(BMI), height, weight, age, condition type (laboratory; semifree-
living; free-living), criterion measure (description, configuration
and placement), index measure (description, configuration and
placement), testing protocol, signal processing, data synchronisation, statistical analysis, results and conclusions. The studies
were divided into three main condition categories based on the
following definitions:
Laboratory: Highly controlled methodologies that involved
participants completing gait tasks at controlled or self-
selected
speeds. This criterion includes studies that require participants to
complete gait tasks in indoor and/or outdoor environments, and
may require individuals to ambulate on any surface or involve
ascent or descent of stairs.
Semifree-living: Semicontrolled methodologies that involve
participants completing ‘simulated’ activities of daily living for
the purpose of replicating ‘free-living’ conditions (eg, sweeping,
cooking, computer use, etc).
Free-living: Uncontrolled methodologies that involve participants
wearing the index device during ‘normal’ daily life, outside of a
controlled laboratory or simulated environment.

To facilitate evaluation of the current validation protocols, the
risk of bias for each article was evaluated under the following
headings using the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies (QUADAS-2) tool: patient selection, index measure,
criterion measure, and study flow and timing.27 The methods for
the QUADAS-2 evaluation are presented in online supplemental
appendix 2.
Additional specific searches of the wider literature were then
conducted to help identify and find solutions to address factors
that introduce bias during the validation of these devices. For
example, identify the optimal walkway length to achieve steady-
state walking. The following section presents the current state of
knowledge based on the evidence synthesised during literature
review process and the INTERLIVE members evidence informed
expert opinion.

Figure 1 PRISMA flow chart of the systematic review process.
PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses.
review, 98 unique consumer wearables and smartphones were
identified, distributed across 50 different brands. From Apple, 11
models of smartphone and 1 smart-watch were included. Nine
unique devices were included from Samsung, eight from Fitbit,
five from Jawbone, five from Sony, four from Garmin, three
from Withings, three from Huawei and two from Omron. An
additional 48 unique devices were identified across 45 different
brands. The most studied brand was the Fitbit, followed by
Apple, Jawbone and Garmin.
From the synthesised data obtained during the literature
review process, the INTERLIVE members identified a set of
six key validation protocol and reporting domains: (1) target
population, (2) criterion measure, (3) index measure, (4) validation conditions (laboratory, semifree-living and free-living),
(5) processing and (6) statistical analysis. A set of key variables
of interest were then identified based on an evidence informed
expert opinion (figure 2). The following section synthesises the
evidence obtained during the statement process and outlines the
current state of knowledge regarding validation of consumer
wearable and smartphone step counters.

Target population

The search strategy for this systematic literature review identified 2897 potential articles for inclusion. After the removal of
704 duplicates, 2193 articles were eligible for title and abstract
screening. Following this, 174 articles met the criteria for full
text screening. Eighty-nine studies were excluded, resulting in
a total of 85 articles eligible for the final dataset. Figure 1 illustrates the various stages of the article screening process. Twenty-
nine studies investigated the validity of a smartphone-based step
counting application, 65 studies investigated a consumer wearable activity tracker, while three studies investigated the validity
of an item of smart clothing. Online supplemental appendix 3
(laboratory), online supplemental appendix 4 (semifree-living)
and online supplemental appendix 5 (free-living) present the
validation methodologies used across the different studies. The
risk of bias assessment for each study is presented in online
supplementary appendices 6–8. Within our systematic literature

It is well understood that gait characteristics are significantly
influenced by factors such as physical function,28 BMI,29 30
age,31 and sex.32 33 For example, those with Parkinson’s disease
walk with a short-stepped, narrow based, shuffling gait, when
compared with healthy adults.34 Additionally, children and
adolescents with obesity have different kinematic and kinetic
gait patterns when compared with those with normal weight.29
Importantly, if step counting algorithms are developed using
solely ‘typical’ gait, the accuracy of wearable and smartphone
step counters may be influenced by these different ‘atypical’
gait characteristics. The impact of this has been demonstrated
by studies that have highlighted the increased step counting
error of these devices at slower walking speeds and in clinical
cohorts.35–38 To ensure that the validation of the device is representative of the general population, best practice validation
should include those with heterogeneous physical function, age
and sex. To facilitate this, we propose that those interested in the
validation of these step counting devices for use within the wider
population should consider separate evaluation of the device
within those with ‘typical’ gait characteristics (‘basic’ protocol)
and ‘atypical’ gait characteristics (‘advanced’ protocol). Figure 3
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Figure 2 Six domains and corresponding set of key variables of interest which were identified as being of importance when considering validation
of consumer wearable and smartphone step counters.

provides an overview of the multi-stage nature of the consumer
wearable and smartphone step counter validation protocols.
For the basic protocol, recruitment should span three groups:
children (<12 years), adolescents/adults (13–64 years) and older
adults (≥65 years). The focus of the basic protocol is to validate the step counting device within a ‘typical’ gait population,
capturing data from individuals with a range of gait characteristics (eg, speed, cadence, etc). As evidence suggests that gait characteristics stabilise with puberty (12–14 years)39 and are altered
in older adults,40 we recommend to separate recruitment of children, adolescents/adults and older adults. This will help to identify how the device performs across the spectrum of age, among
those without ‘atypical’ characteristics that have been shown to
affect step counting.

For the advanced protocol, recruitment should focus on validation in populations with ‘atypical’ gait. The focus of this protocol
is to introduce factors that are known to negatively affect gait
kinematics or wearable/smartphone-based step counting. This
will help ensure that the validation process considers the heterogeneous nature of the general population. Examples of the types
of populations that should be considered (but not limited to)
are those with morbid obesity,29 falls-risk,41 lower-limb amputations42 and neurological conditions.43 The validation protocol
should be completed within the specific population of interest,
and the demographic characteristics of the group should be
reported.
Across all studies obtained during the systematic literature
review process, the average (range) sample size was 45 (5–592)

Figure 3 The multistage protocols for the best-practice validation of consumer wearable and smartphone step counters. We recommend a minimum
validation in those with typical gait (basic protocol), across laboratory (step 1) and semifree-living (step 2).
4
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participants, while authors did not typically complete a formal
sample size calculation. Of the 11 studies that conducted formal
sample size calculations, the average (range) sample size necessary to reach a power of 0.80 was 42 (16–118) participants. If
the focus of the study is to conduct hypothesis testing about a
predefined minimal level of accuracy, we advise that a sample
size calculation based on previously published or pilot testing
mean and SE of the differences between the two devices and
predefined clinical maximum allowed difference should be
conducted, using the methodologies outline by Lu et al.44 If
sufficient data are not available or this is not the primary focus,
based on the average sample size observed in the synthesis of
studies which conducted sample size analyses included within
the systematic literature review, the observed mean differences
and SD of the differences, we advise a minimum of 15 participants for each specific validation group, totalling ≥45 participants, accounting for potential drop-out or data loss.

Criterion measure
An important consideration during the validation of any device
is the validity of the criterion measure to which the index device
is being compared. If the criterion measure is not sufficiently
valid, then criterion standard bias may be present,45 limiting the
value that may be gained from such a study. In the context of step
counting, across the previously published literature, a total of
seven different criterion methods were used. The most common
method was a research grade wearable device (n=35 (41%)).
This was followed by video recording with one observer (n=23
(27%)), and visual observation with one observer (n=20 (24%)).
Only eight (9%) studies used the most rigorous method of video
analysis with at least two observers. The most common method
under laboratory and semifree-
living conditions was video
recording, while free-
living studies typically used a research
grade wearable device (eg, Actigraph, Stepwatch, etc).
Based on the current available evidence, we advise the use of
video with two observers for a gold-standard criterion measure of
step count. While the use of video recording within a laboratory
or semifree-living setting is feasible, the feasibility of using video
within a free-living scenario needs to be considered. Previous
studies have investigated the feasibility of wearing a body worn
camera for 10–14 hours during free-
living.46 These authors
concluded that compliance with the protocol was 87.5%, with
participants reporting that they had not changed their behaviour
as a result of wearing the device and were not concerned by
the amount of wear-time.46 From the evaluator’s perspective,
feasibility is compromised by the processing time that video
recording requires. For instance, a sample size of 45 participants, recorded during 10–14 hours implies 450–630 hours
of video to be analysed by two independent observers, which
means 4.8–15.8 months of full-time work (8hours/day × 5 days/
week × 4 weeks/month) multiplied by two persons, exclusively
devoted to counting steps from video recorded. Noteworthy is
that these calculations are done for the scenario of a single day
(ie, 10–14 waking hours) of video record only, when ideally,
free-living validations should be done for a complete week (as
usually done in accelerometer-determined PA studies47 to cover
the interday variability of human activity behaviour. Importantly,
the systematic literature review highlighted only one study that
has leveraged video recording in free-living conditions.21 This
investigation21 leveraged a waist mounted camera to obtain a
gold-
standard measurement of step count during free-
living
activity, over a 24-hour period.
Johnston W, et al. Br J Sports Med 2020;0:1–14. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2020-103147

While this approach is undeniably challenging to incorporate
into the validation design, it must be acknowledged that currently,
no other method has shown sufficient validity to be considered
as an alternative gold standard. Despite being commonly used
in free-living validation of consumer devices, studies have highlighted that research grade wearable devices are highly sensitive to atypical gait35–38 and sensor mounting location.35 For
example, it has been highlighted that the wrist mounted Actigraph wGT3X+has a high MAPE during slow walking at 1.6 km/
hour (wrist 47%) and 3.2 km/hour (wrist 22%). Furthermore,
the hip mounting location increased the MAPE to 82% (1.6
km/hour) and 24% (3.2 km/hour), respctivly.35 Similarly, the
ActivePAL device has been shown to demonstrate increasing
step counting error during slower walking speeds.48 49 However,
this is a rapidly evolving field and despite these current limitations, such approaches are beginning to demonstrate potential.
In the aforementioned study,21 the StepWatch demonstrated
an MAPE of 4% when compared with free-living video in 12
healthy adults with typical gait, highlighting the potential of this
approach. However, prior to incorporating such approaches
into the validation, we advise that further validation of these
potentially ‘equivalent’ criterion methods should be explored,
using the validation protocol presented within this statement.
The alternative approach should only be considered ‘equivalent’
to the video gold standard if it achieves an MAPE≤5% and there
is no evidence of proportional or fixed bias across laboratory,
living, and free-
living conditions. In addition, these
semifree-
promising findings should be replicated in future cross-validation
studies and if similarly low errors are observed, StepWatch or
any other alternative device (accelerometers, insoles, computer
vision) could be used as an ‘equivalent’ criterion. Any margin
of error should then be reported alongside the study methodology. It is not deemed acceptable to only assess the validity of an
alternative criterion device under laboratory or semifree-living,
without considering free-living conditions.

Index measure
An important aspect to consider is the wear location of the
wearable or smartphone device during the validation. As the
focus of these consumer devices is for unobtrusive use by the
general population, it is important for manufacturers and users
to ensure that the device is validated in an ecological wear location—the location in which consumers typically use the device.
For example, individuals frequently carry smartphones in their
pocket,50–52 bag51 53 or hands,51 54 with a cross sectional study
highlighting that 60% of females carry their phone in their bag
and 60% of men carry their phone in their pocket.55 Furthermore, activity trackers are normally worn on the wrist.56–58
Conversely, smartphones and wearable activity trackers are not
usually attached to the waist,16 59–61 hip62 63 and chest,17 as was
observed in several validation studies. Importantly, it has been
shown that step counting error is impacted by wear location,
with hip-based devices demonstrating a higher accuracy than
wrist-worn devices,64 while smartphone accuracy changes based
on the device, location (waist, arm, hand or bag) and nature of
the activity (running or walking).59 65 Therefore, it is important
to ensure that there is consistency in wear locations within an
individual study. We advise that the wear location is specified for
each laboratory and semifree-living evaluation. Failure to do so
may result in a high degree of inter-subject variability, impacting
statistical power and limiting the conclusions that can be drawn
from the validation process.
5
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Testing conditions: laboratory, semifree-living and free-living
The primary function of consumer wearable and smartphone step
counters is to provide objective data pertaining to PA, outside of
the laboratory environment. However, the systematic literature
review highlighted that no single study extensively investigated
the validity of the consumer device across controlled laboratory
and uncontrolled free-
living conditions (online supplemental
appendices 3–5). Of the 85 studies included, 57 examined
validity using constrained laboratory validation conditions,
nine used semifree-living conditions, while 30 used free-living
conditions. Two studies used both laboratory and semifree-living
conditions, nine used laboratory and free-
living conditions,
while only one study used semifree-living and free-living conditions. Therefore, the validation protocol proposed within this
expert statement has been designed to focus on aspects that have
been shown to influence wearable and smartphone step counting
algorithms, through a three-stage process.
Laboratory evaluation (stage 1) aims to evaluate the ability
of the device to accurately measure steps during self-selected
walking and running speeds. This stage focuses on aspects that
have previously been shown to negatively affect step counting
accuracy, such as short bouts of walking/running, discontinuous walking/running, change of direction, stair climbing and
cycling.66–68 As previous research has highlighted that 1–7 m is
required to enter steady-state-gait,69 it is important to ensure
that the walkway is sufficiently long. Therefore, as the typical
gymnasium is approximately 30 m long (a typical basketball
court is 28m × 15m), we advise that the laboratory walking/
running trials are conducted using a 30 m long track. Besides
validity, an additional evaluation of the within-device precision
(reliability) should be investigated during a steady state treadmill
walking test. This evaluation should involve two repeated 1 min
steady state walking tests, completed at consistent self-selected
walking speeds. Previous kinematic research has indicated that
footwear70 and ground surface type71 72 can significantly influence gait kinematics and kinetics. However, a study investigating
the impact of these changes on step count accuracy in consumer
wearables demonstrated that floor surface (grass, gravel, linoleum, tarmacadam, tile and ramp) did not significantly impact
step count accuracy.73 Importantly, the authors demonstrated
that the step count error may be increased during stair walking
(ascending and descending).73 Therefore, we advise that the
laboratory validation is conducted on both flat surfaces and
during stair-walking. If the investigators are particularly interested in the validation of the device on alternative surfaces we
advise that the laboratory protocol is conducted on relevant
alternative surfaces (grass, gravel, linoleum, tarmacadam, tile,
incline/decline, etc) to ensure ecological validity.
The semifree-living evaluation (stage 2) aims to examine the
performance of the step counters during simulated sedentary,
household and exercise-based activities of daily living. It is well
established that activities of daily living frequently result in the
false detection of steps by wearable and smartphone devices.
A previous study66 demonstrated that non-stepping activities
such as deskwork, taking an elevator, taking a bus journey,
driving an automobile, washing and drying dishes, functional
reaching tasks, indoor cycling, outdoor cycling and indoor
rowing often result in the detection of false steps. While there
is evidence74 suggesting that monitors may underestimate steps
by 35%–64% during household tasks. The proposed sedentary, household and exercise-based tasks are among the most
common PAs in both youth and adulthood, covering a wide
spectrum of the human movement pattern.75 76 For instance,
6

we include different positions (lying, sitting and standing),
fine and gross motor control tasks such as writing or rowing
exercises respectively and the combination of steady state situations (eg, standing and talking) with locomotion activities
(eg, simulated shopping). We also include a considerable range
of intensities according to the compendium of PAs, which is
relevant in terms of step detection since some wearables have
demonstrated a weak performance in low intensity activities.35
Activities that involve arms and hands movements have registered a great number of false steps, and therefore, we propose
the inclusion of arm-movement activities not including steps
(eg, washing dishes) and including steps (eg, vacuuming).57 66 77
Ultimately, the number of potentially valuable simulated activities to include is endless; however, from a pragmatical point
of view, the protocol we propose includes a selection of relevant activities that can be performed in less than 45 min. The
incorporation of a free-living validation component will serve
to ensure that a wide range of activities that have not been
considered in laboratory conditions are included.
The free-living evaluation (stage 3) aims to capture a wide
array of activities of daily living ‘in the wild’, accounting for
the differences observed between controlled and uncontrolled
activities. Evidence suggests that individuals typically have
different gait characteristics during laboratory and free-living
assessments.28 The impact of this is highlighted by the increased
wearable and smartphone step counting error observed during
free-living conditions,21 when compared with laboratory
conditions.20 We advise that during this stage, participants are
encouraged to engage in their usual activities of daily living, to
quantify measurement error in an unconstrained environment,
over a period of at least 24 hours, but ideally 1 week. A week
long recording period, resulting in a minimum of 3–4 days of
recorded time is optimal to capture interday and weekday-
weekend day variation.

Processing of index and criterion data
Synchronisation between criterion and index measures
When comparing a method of measurement to a gold-standard
criterion, an important aspect that should not be overlooked
is the development of a precise synchronisation methodology
to align the data captured from the index and criterion. While
the methods used to synchronise the measures may seem trivial
to some, if not done correctly, any discrepancy may introduce
error, biasing the results. For example, the step count on a device
may be ‘contaminated’ by activity that took place before or after
the activity recorded by the criterion measure.
We advise that adequate synchronisation is achieved by
requiring participants to stand still at the beginning and the end
of all trials while the step count and video time are noted. This
pragmatic approach should be used across laboratory, semifree-
living, and free-living conditions, and may be specific to the
index device of interest. For example, some devices may allow
step count to be recorded from the device interface, while others
may require synchronisation with a smartphone before it can be
viewed.66
If an alternative ‘equivalent’ criterion measure to video is being
used, then the time-stamp and/or step count should be noted
at the beginning and the end of each trial for both measures.
In addition, the synchronisation method should be reported in
detail within the validation report to ensure transparency and
replicability.
Johnston W, et al. Br J Sports Med 2020;0:1–14. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2020-103147
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Table 1

The proposed best-practice protocols for the validation of wearable and smartphone step counting devices

Methodological
domains

Methodological
variables

Protocol considerations

Reporting considerations

1.Target population

1.1. Population

Cross section of participants across the spectrum of ages*,
Three groups:
1. Children (<12 years)
2. Adolescents and healthy adults (13–64 years)
3. Older adults (>65 years)
* The basic validation protocol can be performed in healthy participants without any
specific disease or condition that can impact a typical gait. The advanced protocol should be
completed in special populations with atypical gait characteristics, such as morbid obesity,
falls-risk, lower-limb amputees and neurological conditions.
In the advanced protocol, participants may use any walking aid if required.

Provide detailed demographics for each
group (ie, age, height, weight, BMI, health
condition).
Report means and ranges.

1.2. Sex

Equal Sample of males and females in each group.

Report the sex distribution in each group.

1.3. Sample size

If the focus of the study is to conduct hypothesis testing about a predefined minimal level of
accuracy, a sample size calculation should be completed based on the previously published
or pilot study mean and SE of the differences between the devices, using the methodologies
outline by Lu et al.44 If sufficient data are not available or this is not the focus of the
evaluation, we advise a minimum of 15 participants for each specific validation group (i.e.
≥45 participants).

Detail sample recruited and sample
analysed for all groups and in all levels of
the study.
If a sample size calculation is used, provide
details of the assumptions.

2.1. Reference test

Video camera with multiple observer (≥2) or equivalent*.
Test the agreement between observers.
* Any device or method which has been demonstrated to possess less than 5%
measurement error using the laboratory, semifree-living, and free-living validation protocols
detailed below. Additionally, this should be specific to the population of interest.

Report camera setup and the level of
agreement between observers.
If an equivalent method is used, its validity
must be reported.

2.2. Placement

Laboratory and Semifree-living: Ensure the whole scene is in the field of view.
Free-living: Camera should be affixed to the body in a manner that does not affect gait
pattern, activities of daily living, and allows the evaluator to see the step field of view. For
example, attached to a belt around the waist.
If an ‘equivalent’ criterion is used, the device should be used as per the methods described
within the validation study.

Describe in detail the setup including special
situations (eg, going to the toilet).

3.Index measure

3.1 Placement

Should be placed in an ecological body location which the consumer device was designed
for.
Smartphones: clothing pockets, hand-held, handbags or purses, belt phone holder. Phone
should not be mounted to the body in an unnatural way (eg, strapped to chest etc).
Wearable Activity Monitor: should be worn as per the manufacturer’s instructions.

Report the exact model and version for
the index measure including hardware and
software and report in detail the placement
protocol.

4.Testing conditions

4.1. Laboratory assessment Walking: Self-selected walking speed.
protocol
►► 3 min walk test (30 m walkway)
►► 3 min zig-zag walk test (30 m walkway - three cones)
►► 3 x stair test ascent/descent (minimum 12 step staircase)
►► 3 min stationary cycling
►► 2×1 min steady state treadmill test (consistent, self-selected walking speed).
Running/fast-walking: Self-selected running speed.
►► 3 min run test (30 m walkway)
►► 3 min zigzag run test (30 m walkway - three cones)
Optional: Evaluation on alternate floor surfaces (grass, gravel, linoleum, tarmacadam, tile,
incline/decline etc).
Estimated time:~25 min

Report cadence/ gait velocity for each trial
(eg, 3 min walk test) and for each group (eg,
children)
Report the overground surface and footwear
condition being used.
If possible, report the air temperature

4.2 Semifree-living
assessment protocol

Participants are encouraged to complete the tasks as they would do during activities of
daily living, at a self-selected pace. Each activity should be completed for ≥3 min unless
otherwise stated.
Sedentary activities:
►► simulated sleeping (Get into bed, after 1 min roll over, after 2 min check time on
smartphone/wearable, after 3 min get up)
►► writing by hand (sitting)
►► eating/ drinking (sitting)
►► computer use (both typing and mouse use)
►► smartphone use (sitting)
►► simulated video-game (game console controller)
Household activities:
►► standing and talking
►► sweeping (5 m squared)
►► vacuuming (5 m squared)
►► folding laundry (no steps while standing)
►► simulated washing/drying dishes (washing for 1.5 min and drying for 1.5 min)
►► simulated shopping (pick up two shopping bags, walk 10 m, empty bag and put items
in cupboard—perform task once)
Exercise related activity: Exercise difficulty should be selected by the evaluator based on
the participants ability.
►► Squat/sit-to-stand (≥20 s)
►► Lunge/split-squat (≥20 s)
►► Low rowing exercise (≥20 s)
Estimated time:~45 min

Describe in detail the setup for each trial
(eg, computer use) to ensure transparency.
Report the overground surface being used.
If possible, report the air temperature

4.3 Free-living
assessment protocol

≥24 hours free-living period whereby the participant completes activities of daily living in
Describe in detail the setup to ensure
an unconstrained environment (home, work, travelling, etc). A weeklong recording period is transparency.
optimal to capture interday and weekday-weekend day variation.

2.Criterion measure

Continued
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Table 1

Continued

Methodological
domains

Methodological
variables

5.Processing

6.Statistical analysis

Protocol considerations

Reporting considerations

5.1 Criterion measure
processing *

The recorded video should be reviewed by >2 independent reviewers in real time and a
counting device should be used to record steps. *
Periods of uncertainty, where it is not clear if a step took place, should be reviewed in
slow-motion.

Camera: Report camera frame rate and
agreement between reviewers.
Equivalent: report all processing methods
in detail.

5.2 Index measure
processing

Ensure alignment of epochs from criterion measure and index device.

Detail the index device processing as much
as possible.

5.3 Epochs for analysis

Laboratory and Semifree-living: Step counts, and video times should be noted after each
trial and analysed for each component of the protocol. Steps which occur between trials
should be discarded. Cadence (steps/min) and gait velocity (m/s) should be calculated from
the video data.
Free-living: Step counts and video times should be noted by the evaluator at the beginning
and end of the assessment period (≥24 hours).
Step counts should be analysed for the full period. Where available, step counts should be
divided into shorter hour by hour epochs to facilitate a more granular analysis (eg, hour-by-
hour accuracy or activity-by-activity accuracy). This is dependent on the capabilities of the
index device.

Laboratory and semifree-living:
Report error for the overall protocol and
individually for each trial.
Free-living: Report the valid wear time
for comparison and the error for the entire
period or a more granular analysis if
available.

5.4 Index and criterion
synchronisation

Laboratory and semifree-living: Participants should stand still at the beginning and end
of each activity trial while the step count and video time are noted.
Free-living: Stand still at the start of the period and film the number of steps recorded on
wearable/smartphone. Complete the wear period. Stand still at the start of the period and
film number of steps recorded on wearable/smartphone.

Describe in detail the synchronisation
process allow replication.

5.5 Step definition

The act of raising one foot and putting it down in another spot, resulting in the
displacement of the centre of mass.

Clearly report the adopted definition.

6.1 Statistical tests

Device Accuracy
1. Bland-Altman with LoA
2. Least products regression of the differences against the means
3. MAPE
Device precision
1. Intraclass correlation with 95% CIs (calculated for the 2×1 min treadmill test only)

Unless a formal sample size analysis has
been conducted, binary conclusions about
the validity should not be made. Rather,
the level of measurement error and bias
should be openly reported, taking into
consideration all the proposed validation
conditions (lab; semi; free-living), to
facilitate contextual interpretation.

If the evaluator decides not to perform the whole validation protocol, there is a minimal protocol to be followed. At a minimum, the validity should be investigated in those with typical gait (basic
protocol), across laboratory (step 1) and semifree-living (step 2). Observers should determine which participants are deemed suitable for the different components of the assessment protocols.
*Any device or method which has been demonstrated to possess less than 5% measurement error using the laboratory, semifree-living, and free-living validation protocols detailed below.
Additionally, this should be specific to the population of interest. For the case of free-living validation, the INTERLIVE network is aware that video recording and ‘manual’ step counting by two
independent evaluators over ≥24 hours recording period (a 1-week recording period (minimum 3–4 complete days) is optimal to capture interday and weekday-weekend variation) is extremely
costly in time and resources and therefore likely not feasible for many. Therefore, we feel that this field needs to move forward, developing and validating alternative methods such as insole
sensors that after validation and cross-validation could be used as a new and more feasible gold-standard method for free-living validation protocols.
BMI, body mass index; INTERLIVE®, Intelligent Health and Well-Being Network of Physical Activity Assessment; LoA, limits of agreement; MAPE, mean absolute percentage error.

Criterion device step counting

If video is used as the criterion measure, to ensure gold-standard
validity, ≥2 observers should view each video in real-time and
count the number of steps using a manual counting device.
During periods of uncertainty, where it is not clear if a step
took place, the video should be reviewed in slow motion. The
systematic literature review highlighted eight studies that used
≥2 observers counting the number of steps.37 78–84 The observers
should be sufficiently trained to ensure excellent agreement
between reviewers and the interobserver reliability should be
reported.37 80 82 If an equivalent criterion method is being used,
the data processing methods that have been described within the
previously published validation study should be followed.
An important aspect to consider in the validation of these step
counting devices is what constitutes a ‘step’. Typically, a step is
defined in biomechanical terms as the period during the gait cycle
between two consecutive heel strikes85 or in more general terms
as ‘the act of putting one leg in front of the other in walking
or running’.86 However, these definitions are not suitable for
this context as they are either too constrained (biomechanical
definition) or do not provide sufficient guidance for deciding
what constitutes a step within this context (locomotion definition). Furthermore, these definitions disregards activities of
daily living that involve steps but without a locomotive purpose,
such as vacuuming or hanging out clothes. Therefore, for the
purpose of validating wearable and smartphone step counters
that are designed for the purpose of quantifying PA and energy
8

expenditure, the INTERLIVE network has defined a step for the
as follows:
‘The act of raising one foot and putting it down in another
spot, resulting in the displacement of the centre of mass’.
This definition will allow for step counting during continuous
locomotion (walking/running), as well as during intermittent
gait, common during activities of daily living.

Statistical analysis

In order to thoroughly consider the validity of an index device
when compared with a criterion measure, agreement between the
two devices should be evaluated.87 Agreement provides details
about how accurate a measurement tool is when compared with
a reference standard.88 A systematic literature review of statistical methods employed in medical instrument validity studies
highlighted that a large proportion of studies have used inappropriate statistical methods.89 In line with these conclusions, many
of the studies included within our systematic literature review
inappropriately used measures of relative measurement reliability (ie, intraclass correlation coefficient, kappa, etc) (n=37
(44%)), correlation (ie, Pearson, Spearman, etc) (n=34 (40%)),
and comparison of means (n=33 (39%)).
To thoroughly investigate validity, we advise the use of Bland-
Altman limits of agreement analysis and MAPE. Bland-Altman
analysis is widely accepted as the most appropriate tool in
assessing agreement within medical validation studies, providing
Johnston W, et al. Br J Sports Med 2020;0:1–14. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2020-103147
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Table 2

Check-list of items to be considered during the validation protocol development for consumer wearable and smartphone step counters

Target population assessment
Age

 

 (Children (<12 years)

◯

 Adolescents and healthy adults (13–64 years)

◯

 Older adults (>65 years)

◯

Sex (equal sample of males and females)

◯

1. Sample size calculation via pilot study
OR
2. Sample of convenience (n≥45)

◯

Criterion measure assessment

 

Video camera with multiple observers (≥2) or equivalent*

◯

Placement to ensure steps are within the field of view†

◯

Index device assessment

 

Placement according to manufacturer’s instructions

◯

Laboratory testing condition assessment

 

Walking:

 

 3 min walk test

◯

 3 min zigzag walk test

◯

 3 x stair test ascent/descent

◯

 3 min stationary cycling

◯

 2×1 min steady state treadmill test (reliability)

◯

 alking:
Running/fast-w
 3 min run test

◯

 3 min zig-zag run test

◯

Optional
 1 x incline/ decline walking test

◯

Semifree-living testing condition assessment

 

Sedentary activities:

 

 Simulated sleeping

◯

 Writing by hand

◯

 Eating/ drinking

◯

Household activities:

 

 Standing and talking

◯

 Sweeping

◯

 Vacuuming

◯

 Folding laundry

◯

 Simulated washing/drying dishes

◯

 Simulated shopping

◯

Exercise-related activities:

 

 Squat/sit-to-stand

◯

 Lunge/split-squat

◯

 Low rowing exercise

◯

Free-living testing condition assessment

 

Subject’s wear index and criterion device for a minimum of 24 hours, and if a more feasible gold-standard or pseudo-gold-standard method is developed/validated a week
assessment would be ideal.

◯

Processing

 

Criterion measure processing

 

 3. Video: Recorded video should be reviewed by >2 independent observers in real time and a counting device should be used to record steps
 OR
 
Equivalent: automated method which has previously demonstrated sufficient validity (* see footnote)

◯

Index measure processing

 

 No post processing of the end-user data is allowed

◯

Epochs for analysis

 

 Note step count at start and end of each trial

◯

 Discard steps which occur between trials

◯

 Record cadence and gait velocity for laboratory and semifree-living

◯

Index and criterion synchronisation

 

 Participants stand still at start and end of each activity trial while step count and video time (or equivalent criterion count) are noted
 Step definition

◯
Continued
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Table 2

Continued

Target population assessment
 The act of raising one foot and putting it down in another spot, resulting in the displacement of the centre of mass

◯

Statistical analysis

 

Mean difference or mean relative difference Bland-Altman LoA

◯

Least products regression of the differences against the means

◯

Mean absolute percentage error

◯

Intraclass correlation coefficient (calculated for the 2×1 min treadmill test only)

◯

*Any device or method which has been demonstrated to possess less than 5% measurement error using the laboratory, semifree-living, and free-living validation protocols
detailed below. Additionally, this should be specific to the population of interest. For the case of free-living validation, the INTERLIVE network is aware that video recording and
‘manual’ step counting by two independent evaluators over ≥24 hours recording period (a 1-week recording period (minimum 3–4 complete days) is optimal to capture interday
and weekday-weekend variation) is extremely costly in time and resources and therefore likely not feasible for many. Therefore, we feel that this field needs to move forward,
developing and validating alternative methods such as insole sensors that after validation and cross-validation could be used as a new and more feasible gold-standard method
for free-living validation protocols.
†If an ‘equivalent’ criterion is used, the device should be used as per the methods described within the validation study.
INTERLIVE®, Intelligent Health and Well-Being Network of Physical Activity Assessment; LoA, limits of agreement.

a measure of the agreement between the two measurements.87 89
This method was the most common approach seen across the
previously published studies (n=43 (51%)). To investigate the
presence of any proportional or fixed bias, least-products regression should be used as part of the Bland-Altman analysis.90 To
facilitate comparison between devices and testing conditions, an
absolute measure of error, such as MAPE should be used. MAPE
is the average of the absolute percentage of error of a tool and
is commonly used to describe the error of a prediction model,91
and was used by 28 studies within our review (33%). Together,
these statistical approaches provide a means to thoroughly evaluate the validity of the wearable and smartphone step counters
and help identify the presence of any measurement bias.
The within-device precision (reliability) of the index device
should be investigated by comparing the total number of steps
obtained during the repeated 1 min steady state treadmill walking
tests, using intra-class correlation coefficient with 95% CIs.
When considering what constitutes a valid device, readers
should consider the results within the context of the potential
use case. Specifically, if an activity tracker is to be used as an
outcome measure within a clinical trial or as an alternative gold-
standard measurement tool for step counting, we recommend
that the device should demonstrate an extremely low level of
measurement error (MAPE ≤5%) and bias, within the clinical
population of interest. Conversely, if the device is being validated
for use by the general population, then we recommend that a
marginally higher error (MAPE ≤10%–15%) may be acceptable.
Therefore, if the goal of the evaluation is not to conduct hypotheses testing and a formal sample size calculation has not been
performed, binary conclusions about the validity should not be
made. Rather, the level of measurement error and bias should
be openly reported, taking into consideration all the proposed
validation conditions (laboratory; semifree-living; free-living), to
facilitate contextual interpretation.

in demonstrating the validity of step counting devices within
populations that do not demonstrate ‘atypical’ gait characteristics known to influence wearable and smartphone based step
counting. If the goal of the evaluator is to demonstrate the validity
of the device across the wider population in those with known
‘atypical’ gait characteristics, the advanced protocol should also
be used. Figure 3 provides an overview of the multistage nature
of the consumer wearable and smartphone step counter validation protocols. The proposed framework sets out to ensure that
the recruited target population is fit-
for-
purpose, addressing
many of the sources of bias identified during the review of the
literature. Table 1 presents a detailed best-practice validation
protocol, while table 2 presents a check-list designed to facilitate validation protocol planning. In addition, a comprehensive
protocol reporting sheet for use by both research institutions
and industry is presented within table 3 to facilitate standardised
and transparent data sharing. INTERLIVE advises that wearable
and smartphone step counter manufacturers seek to achieve the
basic and advanced multistage validation protocols, completing
the laboratory, semifree-living and free-living validation (stages)
across populations with ‘typical’ (basic protocol) and ‘atypical’ (advanced protocol) gait characteristics. However, in the
scenario where it is not possible to perform the whole validation protocol, at a minimum, the basic laboratory (stage 1) and
semifree-living (stage 2) validation, within a ‘typical’ gait population should be achieved.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Based on the available evidence outlined within this statement,
INTERLIVE recommends that wearable and smartphone step
counter manufacturers seek to validate their devices using standardised and transparent methodologies. We advise that manufacturers engage in a multistage validation protocol. Broadly,
this protocol examines the validity of these step counter devices
under laboratory (stage 1), semifree-living (stage 2) and free-
living conditions (stage 3), across populations with ‘typical’
(basic protocol) and ‘atypical’ (advanced protocol) gait characteristics. The basic protocol should be used by those interested

This INTERLIVE expert statement strives to provide actionable
and unambiguous recommendations for those interested in the
thorough and transparent validation for consumer wearable and
smartphone step counters. Based on the best available evidence,
a detailed validation protocol has been presented under the
domains of target population, criterion measure, index measure,
validation conditions (laboratory, semifree-
living and free-
living), processing and statistical analysis.
It is clear that past approaches used by industry to validate
wearable and smartphone step counters are not fit-for-purpose.
While early attempts by the CTA to develop validation standards
were a step in the right direction, the CTA validation approach
did not address many of the potential sources of bias that have
been highlighted above and has not been widely adopted.19 As
such, the decision on device validation lies with the manufacturer,
with no regulatory or certification standards currently in place to
ensure transparency and scientific rigour. This means that there
is a high degree of heterogeneity across the methodologies used
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Table 3

Minimum required reporting sheet for standardised and transparent data sharing

Target population

Description

Sampling method

Random, convenient, etc.

Reporting

Distribution of sex

♂=n/♀=n

Age

Mean±SD and range (years)

BMI

Mean±SD and range (kg/m²)

Sample size

Provide the no and explain how the sample size was chosen

Health condition (where relevant)

Provide detailed description of cohort with atypical gait characteristics

Criterion measure

 

Video camera with multiple observer (≥2) or equivalent*

Video: Model and brand
OR
Equivalent: Model, brand and published measurement error

Placement

Actual placement of camera or equivalent

Index device

 

Placement

Manufacturer’s instructions and actual placement

Testing protocol

 

Type of protocol

Laboratory, semifree-living and/or free-living

Type of trial

List the components of the recommended protocol evaluated (eg, laboratory 3 min walk
test, 3 min zig-zag walk test etc)

Duration

Duration of each trial

Contextual factors

Where the testing took place, weather conditions, time of year

Processing

 

Criterion measure processing

Video: step definition; methods for reviewing video; number of raters
OR
Equivalent: processing method for equivalent criterion

Index measure processing

Detail methods if end-user data is processed (eg, excluded data etc.)

Epochs for analysis

In seconds (where relevant)

Index and criterion synchronisation

Method used for synchronising step data from index and criterion measures

Statistical Analysis assessment

 

Mean difference or mean relative difference Bland-Altman LoA

Detail the LoA for each trial

Least products regression of the differences against the means

Detail the presence of any systematic or proportional bias for each trial

MAPE

Detail the MAPE for each trial

Intraclass correlation coefficient

Detail the intra-class correlation coefficient and 95% CI for the 2×1 min treadmill test

*Any device or method which has been demonstrated to possess less than 5% measurement error using the laboratory, semi free-living, and free-living validation protocols
detailed below. Additionally, this should be specific to the population of interest. For the case of free-living validation, the INTERLIVE network is aware that video recording and
‘manual’ step counting by two independent evaluators over ≥24 hours recording period (a 1-week recording period (minimum 3–4 complete days) is optimal to capture interday
and weekday-weekend variation) is extremely costly in time and resources and therefore likely not feasible for many. Therefore, we feel that this field needs to move forward,
developing and validating alternative methods such as insole sensors that after validation and cross-validation could be used as a new and more feasible gold-standard method
for free-living validation protocols.
BMI, body mass index; INTERLIVE®, Intelligent Health and Well-Being Network of Physical Activity Assessment; LoA, limits of agreement; MAPE, mean absolute percentage error.;

to validate these devices, with no means for interested stakeholders to objectively compare devices. A rigorous, standardised
and transparent validation process should be the mutual interest
of manufactures, scientific institutions and consumers in order
to judge whether these devices are useful and perform with satisfactorily low measurement error. The approach presented within
this statement will help progress towards the goal of ‘evidence-
based marketing claims’, ensuring that wearable technology can
be used safely and to its full potential.18 It is intended that the
recommendations outlined within this statement provide an
evidence-
based means for manufacturers to ensure that their
devices are validated to an acceptable standard, using rigorous
and transparent scientific methods. As a next step, INTERLIVE
plans to provide best-practice recommendations for validation
of wearable and smartphone based energy expenditure and
maximal oxygen consumption (VO2 max) estimations, contributing to the development of accepted standards for the validation of wearable and smartphone PA tracking devices.
If the standardised validation of these devices can be realised, there are many potential positive implications for all
stakeholders. Manufacturers will be able to transparently
Johnston W, et al. Br J Sports Med 2020;0:1–14. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2020-103147

communicate the value of their devices to consumers.
Furthermore, transparency will drive innovation, as the
industry strives to achieve improved validity. General
consumers will be able to compare the validity of potential
devices, ensuring that they can make an informed decision
about the most appropriate device for them. Similarly, this
will improve transparency for healthcare providers who are
interested in incorporating these devices into every day clinical practice, facilitating evidence based digital healthcare.
Finally, scientific researchers will be able to understand the
validity of these devices, facilitating progress in the realms
of ‘passive’ digital phenotyping and ‘active’ PA behavioural
change research. As such, we urge all stakeholders to engage
in the development and validation of these devices to adhere
to these best-practice recommendations.
The thorough validation of these devices does not come
without challenges. The systematic literature review process
highlighted a wide range of criterion methods used to count
steps. Despite this, we advise that there is currently not sufficient evidence to support the use of alternatives to video
recording as the gold-standard measurement of step count.
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However, as mentioned above, there are significant challenges
associated with the use of video analysis within the free-living
environment. Therefore, we recommend that researchers and
manufacturers should focus on the development and thorough validation of alternatives that may improve the pracliving validation. Potential approaches that
ticality of free-
are beginning to demonstrate promise are the use of research
grade accelerometers placed at the ankle or foot (for closer
relation to the foot stepping vs the usual placements of hip or
wrist),21 92 insoles93 and machine learning-based video analysis.60 If proven to be sufficiently accurate when compared
with video-based step count, these approaches may serve to
improve the feasibility of free-living validation studies.

CONCLUSIONS

This INTERLIVE expert statement provides an evidence-
informed best-practice consumer wearable and smartphone
step counter validation protocol. The systematic literature
review included within, highlighted a high degree of heterogeneity between previously published methods, with many
studies failing to address key sources of validation bias. The
INTERLIVE consortium recommend that the proposed validation protocol should be used when considering the validation of any consumer wearable or smartphone step counter
to overcome the main identified issues. The consortium also
provide guidance for future research activities, highlighting
the imminent need for the development of feasible alternative
‘gold-standard’ criterion measures for free-living validation.
Adherence to this validation standard will help ensure methodological and reporting consistency, facilitating comparisons between consumer devices and the amalgamation of
standardised open datasets. This will ensure that manufacturers, consumers, healthcare providers and researchers can
use this technology safely and to its full potential.
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